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This paper has two objectives: (a) to assess the current state of the housing sector and the 
progress made to–date in housing policy reform in Panama; and (b) given this 
assessment, to evaluate the progress made in the implementation of the housing 
program of the Ministry of Housing (MIVI) which is supported by two loans1 from the 
Inter–American Development Bank (IDB).  

 The overall conclusion of the paper is that overall conditions in the housing sector 
are relatively good—housing is generally plentiful, affordable and in good condition in 
comparative terms—and that government housing policy, on the whole, is still non–
enabling—it is paternalistic, inefficient, ineffective, and largely irrelevant to broad 
segments of the urban population.   

 The Ministry of Housing (MIVI) still builds and finances public housing (through 
BHN—the National Mortgage Bank), and plans to continue to do so, if at all possible,  
instead of taking on an enabling and facilitating role.  Only one of the three IDB–
supported programs, Parvis, is in advanced stages of implementation, with earlier 
mixed results and more effective administration since the new government came to 
power.  It now provides a kit of building materials to low–income (mostly rural) families 
for building solid, earth-quake resistant, 36m2 houses throughout the country, using IDB 
and local counterpart funds.  The other IDB–supported programs—Provisa and 
Profinco—as well as the promised institutional reforms, are now stalled for one reason 
or another.   

 A breakthrough in institutional reform may be in the offing: A recent agreement 
between the Government of Panama and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), signed 
on the 30th of June 2000, requires the introduction of legislation to liquidate the National 
Mortgage Bank (BHN) before the end of the year 2000, and to put it into effect not later 
than one year after passing the appropriate legislation [Government of Panama, 2000, 4].  
                                                             
1 This report was prepared for the Inter–American Development Bank (IDB) and the 
Ministry of Housing, Government of Panama in August–October 2000.  I would like to 
thank Felipe Morris for his contribution to my understanding of the housing finance 
regime in Panama; Laurencio Guardia Conte for his assistance and advice during my 
visit to the country and for completing the Housing Sector Assessment; and Lucila Gitlin 
for her competent translation of the report into Spanish.    
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It is expected that the Ministry of Housing (MIVI) will discontinue its construction and 
financing program in the absence of a mechanism for owning residential property and 
for issuing mortgages.  But it is still too early to tell how this important policy reform 
will evolve politically—it is presently hotly debated in the national media.   

 Only one element of housing policy—the preferential interest rates for housing 
loans—involves the private sector directly in the production of low–income housing.  
This policy is highly regressive, its subsidy levels are too large, and it tends to distort 
housing demand in favor of larger and more expensive houses.  Still, it has moved the 
formal private sector down–market significantly in recent years, and levels of 
affordability of new housing in Panama are presently unequaled both in regional and in 
global terms. 

 The paper is divided into five sections: 

1. Section I: the Economic, Social and Political Context discusses the main external 
factors that affect the housing sector: population growth and urbanization; 
economic growth and the level of economic development; the distribution of 
income; government fiscal policy; inflation, savings and conditions in the 
financial sector; and the state of the construction sector. 

2. Section II: Conditions in the Housing Sector describes (a) the main internal 
factors that affect housing markets: the availability of land, conditions in the 
residential construction sector, and the availability of mortgage finance; and (b) 
the main aspects of housing sector performance: house prices, rents and 
affordability; dwelling units and living space; housing quality; tenure; and 
housing production and investment.  

3. Section III: the Status of Housing Policy focuses on its main components: the 
property rights regime; the housing finance regime; the structure of housing 
subsidies; the provision of residential infrastructure; the legal and regulatory 
regime governing the housing sector; and the institutional framework for 
government intervention in the sector. 

4. Section IV: the Government’s Housing Program describes and evaluates in broad 
terms the housing budget of the Ministry of Housing, the components of its 
overall housing program, and the progress made in implementing the Inter–
American Development Bank (IDB) loan agreement. 

5. Section V: Guidelines for Action outlines ten recommendations for reforming 
housing policy in Panama at this time: Strengthening the squatter legalization 
program; improving infrastructure in marginal settlements; providing building 
materials vouchers for house improvements in urban areas; using vouchers for 
new serviced (or partially serviced) sites; initiating gradual housing finance 
reform; extending urban infrastructure networks; following up on the liquidation 
of the National Mortgage Bank (BHN); streamlining the Ministry’s housing 
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program; and creating a Housing Intelligence Unit within the Ministry of 
Housing (MIVI).  

  

I   THE ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND POLITICAL CONTEXT 

Conditions in the housing sector in Panama are largely the reflection of the economic, 
demographic, social, cultural and political conditions prevailing in the country.  Six of 
these factors that have particularly strong effects on the housing sector will be discussed 
in this section in greater detail:  

1. population growth and urbanization;  

2. economic growth and the level of economic development;  

3. the distribution of income;  

4. government fiscal policy;  

5. inflation, savings and conditions in the financial sector; and  

6. the state of the construction sector.   

Basic economic and social indicators that summarize these conditions in Panama and 
compare them to other countries in the region, to conditions in Latin American and the 
Caribbean as a whole, to other upper–middle income countries with per capita Gross 
National Product (GNP) similar to that of Panama, and to conditions in the world at 
large are given in table 1 below. 

1.  Population growth and urbanization: The population of Panama amounted to a total of 
2.8 million in the year 2000, and grew at an annual rate of 1.9% between 1990 and 2000 
[Dirección de Estadistica y Censo, 2000, table 2, 4].  It is projected to grow at an average 
annual rate of 1.3% between 1995 and 2015 [World Bank, 1999a, table 2.1, 42], although 
this rate is likely to be exceeded given present growth rates.  In general, there is no 
shortage of land for urban development: the overall density of population in the country 
was only 37.3 persons per km2 in the year 2000 [table 2, 4], while the density in the San 
Miguelito district of Panama City was 5,835 persons per km2 [table 2, 17].  The country is 
still among the less–urbanized countries in the region:  In 1999, for example, only 56.8% 
of the population lived in urban areas, and it ranked 16th in its level of urbanization 
among 26 countries in Latin American and the Caribbean.   

 Given its relatively low level of urbanization, Panama is still urbanizing at a rapid 
rate: the province of Panamá, for example, grew at an annual rate of 2.5% between 1990 



Table 1: Basic Economic and Social Indicators, 1990–2000 

 
 

Indicator 

 
 
            

Panama 
 
 

 
 

Trinidad & 
Tobago 

  
 

Guatemala  

 
 

Ecuador 

 
 

Venezuela  

  Latin 
America & 

the 
Caribbean   

  

Upper-
Middle 
Income 

Countries 

            
 
 

The World 

Country Population (millions), 1997 2.84 1.3 11.1 12.0 23.0 494 571 5,820 
Annual Population Growth Rate, 1997-2015 (%) 1.3 0.9 2.7 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.1 
Urban Population (%), 1997 56.4 71.2 39.7 60 86 74 74 46 
Labor Force in Agriculture, 1990 (%) 21 91 52 33 12 25 25 49 
Household Size, 1990 4.2 4.1 4.81 4.7 4.4 4.3 4.0 4.1 
Annual Urban Population Growth (%), 1990-2010 2.48 1.13 3.8 3.13 2.11 2.15 2.7 2.55 
Country GNP ($ billions), 1997 8.4 5.5 18.8 18.4 78.7 1,196.8 2,584.0 29,925 
GNP per Capita ($), 1997 3,080 4,230 1,691 1,570 3,450 3,940 4,540 5,180 
Annual GDP per Capita Growth (%), 1990-98 2.9 1.58 1.5 1.0 5.3 1.8 3.2 - 
Income Distribution Gini Index (1985-95) 57.0 50.02 59.6 

 
46.6 46.8 51.6 - 39.1 

Annual Inflation (%), 1990-97 1.4 6.7 17.0 37.7 52.0 106.2 - 14.4 
Under-5 Mortality Rate per ‘000, 1996 25 15 55 40 28 41 37 73 
Female Life Expectancy (years), 1996 76 75 69 73 76 73 73 69 
Female Adult Illiteracy (%), 1995 10 3 51 12 10 15 17 38 
Access to Safe Water (%), 1995 83 82 68 70 79 73 - 78 
Access to Sanitation in Urban Areas (%), 1995 87 97 78 60 74 80 - - 
Government Revenues as % of GDP, 1996 27.9 27.7 11.0 15.7 19.7 21.6 24.1 26.6 
Government Budget Deficit as % of GDP, 1996 -3.0 –3.13 –2.8 0.0 1.4 -3.3 -3.4 -3.1 
Debt as percent of GDP (%), 1997 88.1 36.9 22.4 75.0 39.9 33.6 - - 
Gross Domestic Investment as % of GDP, 1997 31.1 21.03 17.0 20.2 18.8 24.4 - 22 

Value Added by Construction as % of GDP, 1997 3.8 10.8 2.5 3.2 5.2 5.3 - - 

Gross Domestic Investment as % of GDP, 1997 24.1 29.0 9.4 19.2 30 20 22 22 

Banking Sector Credit as % of GDP, 1997 92.1 59.2 15.8 29.0 19.9 35.7 44.9 139.1 

Institutional Investor Credit Rating, 1998 42.74 47.24 27.0 26.7 34.4 33.5 45.9 35.8 

Corruption Perceptions Index (lowest=99), 1999  - - 68 82 75 61 - 49 

Sources: The World Bank, World Development Report—1998/9; IMF, International Financial Statistics Yearbook—2000; Urbanization Prospects-The 1992 Revision; Inter-
American Development Bank, IDB Statistics and Quantitative Analysis Unit, www.IADB.org; Transparency International, The Corruption Perceptions Index-1999; 
and Laurencio Guardia Conte, “Panama Housing Sector Assessment Report,” Draft, 2000.  1 Data for 1995.  2 Data for 1997 (See Annex)   3  Data for 1999. 4 Data for 
2000.  



and 2000 [table 2, 15].  At this rate, the population of the metropolitan area will double 
in size in the next 25–30 years, and so will its built–up area and its housing stock. The 
economy of the country is by now already largely an urban economy and a service 
economy: By 1999, agriculture contributed only 7.7% to GDP [IMF, 2000, table 2, 13], and 
less than 17% of the labor force was employed in agriculture [table 11, 21].  Future 
housing problems are, therefore, most likely to be urban in nature and government 
housing programs must necessarily focus on cities in general and on the metropolitan 
area of Panama in particular [Dirección de Estadistica y Censo, 1999, table 1, 7].  The 
districts of Arraiján, Chorrera, Panamá and San Miguelito that comprise the 
metropolitan area housed 1,267,452 persons in 2000, or 45% of the total population of the 
country [Dirección de Estadistica y Censo, 2000, table 2, 4–17].  

2.  Economic Growth and the level of economic development: After the political and economic 
crisis of 1989, the economy rebounded quickly and grew at a brisk pace for a number of 
years.  Real GDP growth amounted to 4.1 percent in 1998 and 3.2 percent in 1999, and it 
is expected to reach 3.5 to 4.0 percent in 2000  [Government of Panama, 2000, 1–2].  Gross 
National Product (GNP) per capita in 1997 was $3,080, and it has been growing at an 
average rate of 2.9% during the last decade.  Given its GNP per capita, the country’s 
economy falls between the low-middle income countries (GNP per capita of $1,230 in 
1997) and upper–middle income countries (GNP per capita of $4,540 in 1997).  
Unemployment has been steadily declining, from 16.0 percent in 1994 to 11.6 percent in 
1999 [IMF, 2000, table 11, 21].  The steady growth of the economy, coupled with 
population growth,  should be expected to increase the demand for housing, as well as 
the ability to pay for housing.  

3.  The distribution of income: The country as a whole has a highly skewed income 
distribution, with a Gini Index of 56.8 that is worse than that of Latin America and the 
Caribbean as a whole (51.6) [1991 data in World Bank, 1999, table 5, 199].  “Some 37 
percent of Panamanians are estimated by the World Bank to live below the poverty line, 
and some 19 percent to live in extreme poverty” [Government of Panama, 2000, 5].   
Housing quality in Panama, particularly at the lower end of the spectrum, is expected to 
be largely a reflection of poverty.  A recent study of the distribution of income in the 
urban areas of Panama [Dirección de Estadistica y Censo, 1999] notes that it has become 
more skewed during the last two decades:  Between 1983–84 and 1997–98, its Gini Index 
has increased from 45 to 48 [12].   Table 2 compares the monthly household income 
distributions in 1983–84 and 1997–98 in Panamá and San Miguelito. As the table shows, 
the median monthly household income (excluding the imputed rent of owner–occupied 
housing) increased from 1,151 Balboas in 1983–1984 to 1,512 Balboas in 1997–98 (1.00 
Balboa = US$1.00).  Average incomes were found to be some 33% lower in other urban 
areas, 10% lower in the urban areas as a whole [8].  Therefore, we can estimate the 
median monthly household income in other urban areas to have been of the order of 
1,000 Balboas in 1997–98.  In the urban areas of the country as a whole it was of the order 
of 1,360 Balboas.    

4.  Government fiscal policy: Government revenues form a significant part of GDP.  
According to IMF figures, they amounted to 27.9% of GDP in 1996 and averaged 28.3% 
over the 1994–99 period [IMF, 2000, table 17, 28].2 This would place Panama as having 
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the fourth highest rate in the Latin American and Caribbean region in 1996, after 
Guyana, Jamaica and Barbados.  Still, according to the Government, “Panama is not a 
high tax country.  Apart from social security contributions, tax revenues of the central 
government amount to about 12 percent of GDP” [Government of Panama, 2000, 3].  
Furthermore, fiscal deficits are on the decrease: current revenues exceeded current 
expenditures by an average of 3% during the 1994–99 period [IMF, 2000, table 17, 28], 
and “[t]he central government overall deficit declined from 5.0 percent in 1998 to 2.4 
percent in 1999” [Government of Panama, 2000, 2].  Government fiscal policy has 
successfully focused on the reduction of external debt, which declined, through a series 
of debt–reduction operations and fiscal reforms, from 74.5% of GDP in 1995 to 58.4% in 
1999 [IMF, 2000b, 3].  A large share of public expenditures is expended on current 
accounts, rather than on capital investments, but the share of capital investment has 
been growing steadily: from 12% of total expenditures in 1994 to 20% in 1998 and 1999 
[IMF, 2000, table 17, 28]. There are, therefore, substantial public resources that can be—
and, in fact, are—made available for supporting the housing sector, in a variety of 
housing subsidies which will be discussed in greater detail below.    

Table 2: Monthly Household Income Distribution in the Districts of Panamá  
and San Miguelito, 1983–84 and 1997–98, (Balboas)  

Income 1983–84 1997–98 
Decile From To From To 

  1st 0  397   0   437  
  2nd 397  541   437   625  
  3rd 541  685   625   845  
  4th 685  898   845   1,149  
  5th 898  1,151   1,149   1,512  
  6th 1,151  1,452   1,512   1,922  
  7th 1,452  2,049   1,922   2,600  
  8th 2,049  3,056   2,600   3,541  
  9th 3,056  5,369   3,541   6,258  
10th  5,369+    6,258+   

       Source: Calculated from Dirección de Estadistica y Censo, 1999, table 6, 12. 
       Notes: Household income excludes imputed rents of owner–occupied housing.   
                    1.00 Balboa = US$1.00  

5.  Inflation, savings and conditions in the financial sector: The banking sector in Panama is 
developed, healthy and active.  The Superintendency of Banks, established in 1998, 
improved banking regulation and oversight.  Panama City functions as a regional 
banking center, and banking sector credit was 92.1% of GDP in 1997, compared with 
35.7% for Latin America and the Caribbean as a whole.  The country’s credit rating has 
increased recently to 42.7, considerably higher than the regional average of 33.5.  
Panama now ranks 6th in the region and 60th in the world in its credit rating 
[Institutional Investor, 2000].  The local currency, the Balboa, is dolarized (1 Balboa= US$ 
1.00) and actual dollars are used as a medium of exchange.  Money flows freely in and 
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out of the country, and the capital flight which often besets other countries in the region 
is non–existent.  Inflation is roughly equal to the inflation of the dollar and has therefore 
been very low.  It averaged 1.4% between 1990 and 1997, a much lower rate than that of 
other countries in the region.  Savings rates and investment rates are high compared to 
other countries in the region (35.6% and 34.9% respectively in 1997), suggesting that the 
housing sector can and does attract funds domestically.  This does not necessarily mean, 
however, that low–income families have sufficient savings for a down payment on a 
mortgage loan.  They generally do not.  

6.  Conditions in the construction sector: The construction sector in Panama contributes a 
smaller–than–average share to the Gross Domestic Product—3.9%in 1997 for example 
[IDB, 2000b]—in comparison with 5.3% in other countries in the Latin American and 
Caribbean region. But, as we shall see below, the relatively low levels of construction 
investment in Panama are not due to supply–side constraints, but rather to the relatively 
high efficiency and low production costs prevailing in the sector. Employment in the 
construction sector ranged between 6.2% and 7.7% of total employment between 1994 
and 1999 [IMF, 2000, table 11, 21].  The sector suffered from a major slump in 1989, when 
construction investment was reduced to some 3.7% of its current value.  Construction 
investment climbed steadily since 1989, with minor fluctuations, reaching an estimated 
annual total of $550 million in 1999.  After growing very rapidly from 1989 to 1993, it 
grew at an average annual rate of 6.5% between 1993 and 1999.  Residential investment 
accounted for roughly half of total investment in the sector: during the 1993–1999 
period, for example, residential investment averaged 58% of total construction 
investment, gradually declining from 66% of the total in 1993 to 45% of the total in 1999 
[Cámara de Construcción, 1999].  

 All in all, macro–economic conditions in Panama appear to be favorable for the 
housing sector, and housing conditions, as we shall see below, are improving for a 
significant segment of the population, still leaving out the very poor and those that must 
continue to rely on informal sector employment and housing.      

 

II   CONDITIONS IN THE HOUSING SECTOR 

There are three main internal factors that affect the supply and demand for housing in 
Panama and elsewhere: 

1. the availability of land;  

2. conditions in the residential construction sector; and  

3. the availability of mortgage finance. 

In addition, housing sector performance in Panama can be summarized by focusing on 
five of its key dimensions: 



4. house prices, rents and affordability;  

5. dwelling units and living space;  

6. housing quality;  

7. tenure; and  

8. housing production and investment.  

These aspects of the housing sector in Panama are described in greater detail below.  
Basic housing indicators that summarize them and compare them to other countries in 
the region, to conditions in Latin American and the Caribbean as a whole, to other 
upper–middle income countries with per capita Gross National Product (GNP) similar 
to that of Panama, and to conditions in the world at large are given in table 3. 

1.  The availability of land: Residential land in the metropolitan area is generally plentiful.  
Raw land on the urban fringe cost $2–10 per m2 in 1999.  The sale prices (as 
distinguished from costs) of raw land plots of 200 m2 by private construction companies 
varied between $1,000 ($5/m2) and  $1,800 ($9/m2 ) in 1999.  Infrastructure costs for a 
full complement of services varied between $3,000 and $5,000 per plot ($15/m2 and 
$25/m2) [Ayerbe, 1999, 47–52].  These figures suggest that the cost of 1 m2 of serviced 
land varied between $15 and $35.  If we take $25 per m2 as a typical serviced land price 
on the urban fringe, for example, then the serviced land price–to–income ratio3 
amounted to 0.14% of annual median household income in the metropolitan area.  This 
ratio compares very favorably with an average of 0.8% for upper–middle income 
countries and 0.5% for countries in Latin America and the Caribbean [Angel, 2000, table 
14.1, 198].  It suggests that serviced land in the metropolitan area of Panama is currently 
highly affordable.       

 Because of continued development pressure, this level of affordability will only be 
maintained if potential residential lands in the areas between, and away from, the main 
transportation corridors are serviced with major access roads.  In addition, there are 
already serious shortages of water supply on the urban fringe, holding back and 
constraining new residential development.  To meet these challenges, metropolitan 
development plans (both physical and investment plans) have been generated by MIVI 
for expanding the trunk road system and the trunk water system into areas now not 
serviced by urban infrastructure.  These will be discussed in greater detail below.  
Future residential land development in the metropolitan area of Panama does face 
serious environment constraints, however, because the watershed feeding the lakes that 
are necessary to elevate and lower ships passing through the canal (and to provide 
water for the metropolitan area) needs to be protected.  There is a very small (and 
inadequately documented) inventory of public lands for residential development owned 
by the National Mortgage Bank (BHN), forcing the Ministry of Housing (MIVI) to buy 
land for its projects and for its tenure legalization program.  

 



 

  

Table 3: Selected Housing Indicators, 1990–19984 

 

 

Indicator 

          
Panama 

 City, 
Panama 

                
Port of 
Spain, 

Trinidad 

       
Guatemala 

City, 
Guatemala 

 
     

 Quito, 
Ecuador 

 
 

Caracas, 
Venezuela 

Latin 
America & 
Caribbean 
Cities,1990 

 Upper-
Middle 
Income 

Countries 

 
 

The World 
1990 

Dwelling Units per 1,000 People 250 248 214 239 236 221 225 229 
Median House Size (m2) 67 70.3 38 33.6 78 67 67 62 
Floor Area per Person (m2) 16 18.1 8 8.6 16 15.6 15.9 15.3 
Urban Density (persons per km2)  365(5,835)5 - 6,400 

 
9,200 6,000 5,700 6,600 6,600 

Land Registration (%) 80 
 

- 50 55 35 70 100 100 
Permanent Structures (%) 90 91.3 87 71.3 89 90 97 97 
Water Connection (%) 90 78 88 94.1 90 91 98 95 
Journey to Work (minutes) 60 70 45 56 49 56 40 37 
Infrastructure Expenditure–to–income Ratio (%) 
 (%)        

7.2 - 8.9 9.1 - 4.1 4.9 5.9 
Public Housing (%) 0 4.6 0 0 38 10 22 12 
Unauthorized Housing (%) 15 65 44 30.0 - 26.4 9 15 
Squatter Housing (%) 12.2 8.5 29 7.5 40 25 4 4 
Homelessness per 1,000 people <1 - 3.9 0.6 5.0 2.1 1.1 0.9 
Owner Occupancy (%) 77 67 61 79 67.6 65 57 55 
The Median House Price ($) 27,000 20,000 7,742 6,767 29,000 11,818 23,646 20,315 
The House Price-to-Income Ratio 1.4 6.3 (2.7)6 1.6 2.4 5.7 2.4 4.4 5.0 
The Rent-to-Income Ratio (%) 25.0 25.0(11.4)6 22.0 12.5 15.0 19.8 14.6 16.2 
Down-Market Penetration 0.8 - 1.2 2.1 6.74 3.9 3.4 3.4 
Construction Cost per Square Meter ($) 140 180 155 171 225 171 203 171 
The Housing Credit Portfolio (%) 22.8 - 71 20.1 <10 20 18 14 
The Mortgage-to-Prime Difference (%) 2.0 -5.0 3.0 –20 14 3.2 -0.4 0.2 
The Mortgage Arrears Rate (%) <1 - 5 3 5.8 6 5 5 
New Household Formation (%) 2.55 1.13 3.0 4.2 1.56 3.1 2.7 3.1 
Housing Production per 1,000 people 9.4 4.6 6.2 

 
9.3 5.8 6.0 6.1 6.5 

Residential Mobility (%) - - 1.5 3.4 5.6 3.4 4.4 7.1 
The Vacancy Rate (%) 11.4 5.3 - 1.6 8.3 4.2 3.8 3.5 
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2.   Conditions in the residential construction sector: Residential construction activity in 
Panama outpaced population growth between 1990 and 2000.  Preliminary figures from 
the 2000 Census show that, between 1990 and 2000, the number of occupied housing 
units grew by 29.0%, while the total population of the country grew by 20.9% [Dirección 
de Estadistica y Censo, 2000, table 2, 4 and table 16, 59].  Part of this achievement can be 
explained by the fact that the residential construction sector in Panama is currently 
undergoing a major transformation, from the construction of most of the stock as single 
houses on individually–owned (or illegally occupied) land, to the construction of a 
larger share of the stock by developers.   

 Between 1997 and 1999, the net number of occupied dwelling units in the country 
increased by an average of 16,625 units per year [estimated from table 16, 59].  Assuming 
that 0.5% of the housing stock was replaced every year would add some 3,250 new units, 
and assuming that the vacancy rate is now half its 11.4% value in 1990 would add some 
1,000 units per year, bringing the total to 21,000 per year.  A study conducted in 1994 
found that 73% of the houses in Panama City and 60% of the houses in David were built 
by their owners [Jacobs and Savedoff, 1999, 12].  Since then this proportion appears to 
have declined significantly.  According to the Chamber of Construction, formal–sector 
housing production totaled 9,095 in 1997, 11,051 in 1998, and 11,622 in 1999.  This 
implies that during 1997–99, developer–built housing averaged 54% of total new 
production, and individually–built houses amounted to 46% of the total, a much lower 
percentage than in previous years.   

 The residential construction sector has been increasing production by moving down-
market in recent years, after fulfilling demand for higher-priced housing.  According to 
the Chamber of Construction, of a total 11,622 formal sector built units in 1999, 69.7% 
were in the five urban districts: Panamá, San Miguelito, Arraijan, Chorrera and Colón.  
In the metropolitan area of Panama, 58%of the single–family houses and 15.4% of the 
apartments built in 1999 were priced at less $20,000.  The housing market is now facing 
demand–side, rather than supply–side constraints.  Typical construction costs for 
finished low–cost houses are $135–150/m2, and as we shall see below, building materials 
provided by Parvis for a basic 36m2 unfinished house (concrete walls and floor and zinc 
roof, without plumbing, kitchen or bathroom) amount to $1,600 ( $45 per m2).  The price 
breakdowns of typical low–priced houses built by private developers in 1999 are given 
in table 4.  

3.   The availability of mortgage finance: Mortgage finance is not in short supply.  Private 
banks can attract and obtain medium term funds (typically 5–year terms), locally as well 
as abroad, and are willing to accept the risk of borrowing money in medium–term funds 
and lending long–term funds.  The ‘reference’ mortgage interest rate was 9.75% in 
August 2000.  Borrowers can obtain loans with 5–10% down payment, and loans are 
now available for 30–year periods.  Loans of less than $25,000 have a 5–point 
government subsidy (deducted from the bank’s corporate tax), loans of $25,000–40,000  

 

Table 4: Price Breakdown for Low–Cost Houses Built By Private Developers, 1999 
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 Econoplade Sucasa Capac Average 

Cost Item $ % $ % $ % $ % 

Land  1,800  12   1,800 10   1,000    6   1,533  9 
Infrastructure 4,000  26   3,000 16   5,058  33   4,019 24 

Construction  7,500  48   6,800 36   6,744  44   7,015 42 

Other  2,300  15   7,200 38   2,699  17   4,066 24 

Sale Price     15,600       100  18,880     100  15,500 100 16,660      100 

Source: Ayerbe, 1999, 47–52.  

have a 4–point government subsidy, and loans of $40,000–$62,500 have a 3–point 
government subsidy.   

 These off–the–books subsidies are large and highly regressive, as we shall see below.  
They also discriminate against non–salaried persons, small–business owners, and 
workers in the informal sector.  Virtually all borrowers are salaried employees, and, 
since loans are deducted directly from salary checks through employers, it is generally 
not possible for a person with an informal sector income to obtain a mortgage loan.  As 
we shall see below, it is this obstacle—and not the absence of adequate income—that is 
presently the most significant barrier to the entry of low–income families into the formal 
housing market.  In addition, it is still not possible to obtain a mortgage with preferential 
interest rates for second–hand houses, and this constrains and distorts the resale market 
in residential properties.   

 Still, the volume and number of mortgage loans have been growing rapidly and 
moving down–market. The mortgage portfolio grew by 6% in 1997, 13.5% in 1998, and 
15.1% in 1999, and the fastest growth in the market was in loans at preferential interest 
rates for new low–cost housing construction.  According to preliminary figures from the 
Chamber of Construction, the number of new mortgage loans increased from 9,334 in 
1997, to 15,028 in 1998, and to 17,489 in 1999, outpacing new formal–sector housing 
production.  Banks also issued 4,344 loans of less than $25,000 without preferential 
interest rates in 1999, probably for financing the purchase of older housing.  The housing 
credit portfolio now forms 22.8% of the total banking portfolio, a higher percentage than 
the median value for Latin America and the Caribbean and for other upper–middle 
income countries. By December of 1999, the value of all mortgage loans in the banking 
system amounted to $1.708 billion [Morris, 2000, 4].    

4.  Prices, rents, and affordability: House prices and rents in Panama have been very stable.  
Overall housing inflation has been very similar to overall inflation, averaging 2% per 
annum between 1994 and 1999 [IMF, 2000, table 14, 24].   The median house price in the 
Panama City metropolitan area is now of the order of $27,000.  New formal sector 
houses sell for as low as $14,000, but not lower.  Most houses produced by the formal 
sector now are in the $20,000–30,000 category.  As table 2 shows, median monthly 
household income in the metropolitan area was found to be $1,512 in 1997–98.  If this is 
so, then median annual income was of the order of  $18,000, and the house price–to–
income ratio was 1.4.  This value is lower than any value found in Latin America and the 
Caribbean or in similar upper–middle income countries. Houses in Panama are therefore 
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relatively inexpensive.  Given that families can buy a new house in the formal sector for 
$14,000, the down–market penetration of the formal sector is also impressive—only 0.78 
annual median household incomes are necessary to purchase the lowest–priced new 
house on the market, a much lower value than those found in most countries.  In 
addition, given that houses in the $14,000 to $62,500 range qualify for very low 
preferential interest rates, new formal–sector housing in Panama at present is very 
inexpensive indeed.  A 95% loan at the lowest preferential rate (now set at 4.75% per 
annum for a 30–year period) for a lowest–cost $14,000 house would require a monthly 
payment of $70.  Given the income distribution shown in table 2, if households were to 
pay up to 25% of their monthly income as a mortgage, this house would be affordable by 
96% of the households in the metropolitan area and 88% of the households in other 
urban areas.  A typical $20,000 house, many of which are being produced at the moment, 
would be affordable by 92% of the households in the metropolitan area of Panamá and 
81% of the households in other urban areas.  This is an incomparable level of 
affordability for formal–sector houses, both in regional and in global terms.         

5.  Dwelling units and living space: According to the latest census figures [Dirección de 
Estadistica y Censo, 2000, table 16, 59 and table 24, 78–82] the number of dwelling units 
per person has increased significantly between 1990 and 2000, from 225 to 241 per 1,000 
for the country as a whole, and from 237 to 250 in the Panama City metropolitan area.  
The average number of rooms in a dwelling unit in 1990 was 2.9 for the country as a 
whole and 3.0 for the province of Panamá.  The average number of persons per dwelling 
unit was 4.3 for the country as a whole and 4.2 for the province of Panamá.  The number 
of persons per room was therefore 1.48 for the country as a whole and 1.4 for the 
province of Panamá.  Gross estimates of the floor area per person, 16 m2, and of the 
median house size, 67m2, in the metropolitan area were obtained by correlating persons 
per room and floor area per person for a sample of 53 countries [Angel, 2000, table A22, 
369]7 and corroborated by field observations and interviews.  These numbers are 
equivalent to median values for Latin America and the Caribbean, and to median values 
in other upper–middle income countries.  The numbers suggest that, in general, there is 
no shortage of dwelling units and no observable overcrowding in Panama.   

6.  Housing quality: There are the usual claims of a vast housing “deficit” of 240,000  
[Ministerio de Vivienda (MIVI), 1998g, 9]. They are, to say the least, highly questionable.  
Housing quality in Panama is generally good.  Most houses appear to be built of solid 
and permanent building materials, and they are relatively new: The 1990 Census reports 
that 21% of all the units surveyed were less than 5 years old, and 23% between 5 and 10 
years old.  The basic cost of construction of a concrete shell, similar to that built by 
Parvis, is relatively low—of the order of $45 per m2.  1990 Census also contains good 
data on the quality of housing: In the province of Panama, for example, where the bulk 
of the urban population was concentrated, only 7.1% of the houses had earth floors, only 
4.8% were without water, only 3.7% without sanitation services, only 11.7% without 
electricity, and only 18.7% without a television.  

7.  Tenure:   Home ownership rates in the country are very high: 83% in the country as a 
whole and 77% in the Panama City Metropolitan area [Dirección de Estadistica y Censo, 
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1990, table 11, 101, 108].  Home ownership has been growing steadily, and the rental 
housing stock has been gradually depleted.   The rent control law is still in force, and 
there is virtually no construction of rental housing.   

 There are approximately 260 squatter settlements in the country, mostly in the 
Panama City metropolitan area.  According to MIVI figures, approximately 150,000 
people (12% of the population) lived in squatter settlements in the metropolitan area in 
1998, a lower percentage than the median value of 25% for Latin America and the 
Caribbean.  There was no evidence of an active informal land subdivision market, but it 
is suspected that some partially-serviced lots are now being offered on the urban fringe 
for a price of $800–1,500, to be paid in installments.  There is generally no active 
squatting on a large scale in the metropolitan area at this time, and it appears that the 
formal sector is now the dominant sector in housing construction.  

8.  Housing production and investment: After the slump of 1989, where housing investment 
was down to some 7% of its current value, it climbed steadily and reached a plateau in 
1993.  Since 1993, annual housing investment has fluctuated between $208 million and 
$270 million, averaging $237 million [Camara Panameña de la Construcción, 1999].  
Housing services as a share of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) fluctuated between 
13.5% and 13.8% during 1994–1998, averaging 13.7% [IMF, table 3, 13].  Housing 
production in recent years has exceeded population growth and the rate of household 
formation, and since 1998 the number of new mortgages issued has exceeded formal–
sector housing production as well.  According to the Chamber of Construction, the 
formal sector produced 11,622 units in 1999 for a total estimated investment of $246.7 
million (an average investment of $21,230 per unit).  New formal–sector housing 
production by developers totaled 9,095 in 1997, 11,051 in 1998, and 11,622 in 1999.  
Individually–built houses, Informal sector houses and public sector production (mostly 
replacement units built by Parvis) may have added an estimated 9,500 to formal sector 
production.  

 According to the latest census [Dirección de Estadistica y Censo, 2000, table 2, 4–17], 
new net additions to occupied housing units in the metropolitan area (the districts of 
Arraiján, Chorrera, Panamá and San Miguelito), for example, were estimated at 9,775 
units in 2000, and total additions to the housing stock (including vacant and replacement 
units) were estimated at 11,915.  The population of the metropolitan area in 2000 
amounted to 1,267,452, implying an annual housing production of 9.4 units per 1,000 
people.  This rate of production is much higher than median values in Latin America 
and the Caribbean, other countries with similar per capita incomes, and the world at 
large.   

 

III   THE STATUS OF HOUSING POLICY 

In general terms, the status of housing policy in Panama can be said to be in a slow 
process of transition from a less-enabling to a more enabling mode.  The Government is 
still engaged in the construction and financing of low–income housing, but there is a 
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recent agreement between the Government and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
to liquidate the National Mortgage Bank (BHN) [Government of Panama, 2000, 4]—a 
decision that should lead to the end of construction and finance of housing by the 
Government in the coming years.  The Ministry of Housing(MIVI), which is officially 
charged with the formulation and implementation of housing policy, does not have a 
formal housing policy statement, nor does it have an active role in formulating national 
housing policy and overseeing its implementation.  It is engaged in numerous housing 
programs—some more effective than others—but does not play an active role in 
monitoring and guiding the housing sector as a whole.  Developers in the formal sector 
are now very active in low–cost housing production, issuing mortgage loans with 
preferential interest rates, and producing more than half of new housing units.  Several 
different Government programs have added several thousands units to the housing 
stock annually in recent years.  Little data exists on production rates in the informal 
sector, but they appear to be relatively low in comparison with other countries in the 
region. 

 Modern housing policy, besides its focus on enabling on the one hand and on 
managing the housing sector as a whole on the other, needs to address six major 
components: 

1. the property rights regime; 

2. the housing finance regime; 

3. the subsidies regime; 

4. residential infrastructure; 

5. the legal and regulatory regime governing the housing sector; and 

6. the institutional framework for government intervention in the sector. 

These are discussed in greater detail below.  

1.  The property rights regime: According to the Social Development Division of the 
Ministry of Housing (MIVI), there were 260 squatter communities in the country in 1998, 
housing approximately 170,000 people.8 214 of these communities, housing 93% of all 
squatters, were in the metropolitan area of Panama.  Of the total squatter population in 
the metropolitan area, 62% were on public land under the jurisdiction of the National 
Mortgage Bank (BHN), 32% were on private lands, and 6% were on lands belonging to 
various public authorities (several land parcels nominally owned by the National 
Mortgage Bank have clouded titles and incomplete documentation).  There are 
established legal procedures for the regularization of squatter settlements in Panama, 
and there is a program of tenure legalization in the Ministry of Housing (MIVI).  
According to Ministry statistics, approximately 1,400 lots in the lands reverted to 
Panama under the Torrijos–Carter Treaty of 1977 (Areas Revertidas) were regularized 
during 1994–1998, and 7,000 additional lots are in various stages of regularization.  
There were approximately 12,500 lots on private lands in the metropolitan area in 1998.  
The regularization of these lots requires that the land be purchased from its original 
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owner at its cadastral value.  Cadastral land values in squatter settlements vary from 
$0.40 to $11.50 per m2, with an average value of $2–3 per m2.  With plots varying in size 
between 200m2 and 600m2, and averaging 400m2, the price of land per plot may be of the 
order of $1,000.  The total budget required for purchasing lots on private lands may thus 
be of the order of $12.5 million.  According to housing ministry officials, the budget of 
the National Mortgage Bank (BHN) for land purchases in squatter settlements in 2000 
was $865,000, some 7% of the required total. 

2.  The private–sector housing finance regime: Panama is a major regional banking center, its 
currency is fully dolarized, inflation levels are very low in comparison with other 
countries in the region, and mortgage interest rates are therefore low as well.  The 
current ‘reference’ interest rate set by the National Banking Commission for regular 
mortgage loans is 9.75% per annum.  There is ample supply of medium and long–term 
funds for lending for housing, and mortgage loans of up to 95% (and sometimes %100) 
of the value of the house can be extended for up to 30 years.  Panama has two key 
policies concerning housing finance for low– and middle–income housing: (a) 
preferential interest rates for low– and middle–income families; and (b) subsidized loans 
extended by the National Mortgage Bank (BHN).  Panama, like the United States, also 
allows home owners to deduct mortgage interest rates of up to $15,000 per annum from 
their income tax, and, since 1985, has supplemented this policy with a policy on 
preferential interest rates (to assist those who do not benefit from the deduction).  Loans 
of up to $25,000 are repaid at an interest 5 points lower than the prevailing rate, loans 
between $25,000 and 40,000 at 4 points below the prevailing interest rate, and loans 
between $40,000 and $62,500 at 3 points below the prevailing rate for the first 10 years.  
They are then paid at the ‘reference’ interest rate for the remainder of the duration of the 
loan, but can then deduct interest payments from their income tax.  The difference 
between the prevailing market rates and the preferential rates is kept as fiscal credit by 
the bank issuing the loan, which is then subtracted from taxes owed by the bank.  These 
preferential interest rates make the cost of housing much cheaper than it would be 
otherwise, and have accelerated the production of houses by the private sector, 
especially in the first category of houses costing less than $25,000. 

 The data necessary to calculate the total level of annual subsidies due to preferential 
interest rates is not yet available, but we can seek to obtain a gross estimate.  There is no 
question that the subsidies are very large.  Preferential interest rates are given for a 
period of 10 years.    Calculated nominal subsidies9 and their present values for different 
loan amounts are shown in table 5.  

 There is no question that these subsidies improve the affordability of formal sector 
housing for low– and middle–income families substantially.  However, if it is true that 
17,500 new mortgage loans were issued in 1999; if we assume, conservatively, only 
10,000 were given at preferential interest rates; and if we then assume, again 
conservatively, that the average value of a loan at preferential interest rates was $20,000 
(and, therefore, that the average value of a nominal subsidy was $8,000), then the total 
nominal subsidy due to preferential interest rates in 1999 was of the order of $80 million 
($57 million at present value).  In other words, the Government of Panama added $80 
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million to its long–term liabilities through this subsidy ($8 million a year for a period of 
10 years).  This annual subsidy amounts to 5 to 8 times the total investment budget of 
the Ministry of Housing (MIVI) in a typical year.   

 The individual subsidies themselves were also very large in comparison with the 
building–material subsidies of $1,500 in the IDB–supported Parvis program now being 
implemented by the Ministry.  Needless to say, they are regressive too.  The present 
value of the subsidy on a loan of $62,500 is almost 3 times the present value of the 
subsidy on a loan of $14,000, and 10 times the value of Parvis subsidies.  The high level 
of subsidy in preferential interest rates has made it unattractive for commercial banks to 
participate in the IDB–supported Provisa program, which attempted to substitute an 
up–front subsidy and market interest rates for a preferential rates scheme.  It is not at all 
clear that such high levels of housing subsidies are sustainable in the long run, and, at 
the same time, it is no wonder that they are staunchly supported by the residential 
construction sector and by the commercial banks.  They do make houses in Panama 
eminently affordable to all income groups. 

Table 5: Nominal Interest–Rate Subsidies and Their Present Value (in $), 2000 

Loan Value Nominal Subsidy Present Value 
14,000   5,500   4,000 
20,000   8,000   5,700 
25,000 10,000   7,000 
40,000 13,000 10,000    
62,500 16,000 11,500 

               Source: Calculated from financial tables.  

3.  The public sector housing finance regime: As of this writing, the Ministry of Housing 
(MIVI) is still engaged in housing production and continues to issue housing loans 
through the National Mortgage Bank (BHN), which is under its jurisdiction.  Because it 
faces an imminent threat of liquidation, the situation with the Bank is presently rather 
confused.  Accurate financial data is not available because the Bank’s management has 
refused to endorse a recent auditor’s report.  It is clear, however, that as of January, 1999 
the Bank had a mortgage portfolio of some $205 million, of which $193 million were 
40,000 long–term housing loans and $12 million were 17,000 small loans for house 
improvements [Young and Young, 1999, 10].  House improvement loans averaged $700, 
were notoriously difficult to collect, and thus exhibited very high levels of default.  The 
other loans by the Bank were mostly for apartments, single–family homes and serviced 
lots.   

 These loans can be divided into two groups: (a) 4,300 housing loans with values 
greater than $10,000 and averaging $14,500 per loan, of which 41% are in arrears of 3 
months or more; and (b) 35,700 loans with values less than $10,000 and averaging $3,700, 
of which 46% are in arrears of 3 months or more [Young and Young, 1999, 21–22].  These 
loans were given at various fixed interest rates, depending on the type of project and the 
period of execution.  Loans for apartments tended to be the most highly subsidized—
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interest rates for these loans averaged 3.00%–3.25% in 1993–1994, for example.  Loans for 
single–family homes and serviced lots tended to approximate market rates for most 
years.   

 The Bank also had an inventory of land and buildings valued at $30 million, and 
land for future housing construction valued at $61 million [Young and Young, 1999, 4].  
The documentation for much of its property portfolio is incomplete, as is land title 
documentation for apartments, houses and lots financed by the Bank.  The Ministry does 
not have any practical plans to privatize or liquidate the Bank, nor does it have 
alternative means of financing housing (or for owning residential land and housing 
property, for that matter) in the event the Bank is liquidated.  The management of the 
Bank has recently floated a proposal to create a new institution—El Instituto Financiero 
Nacional para la Vivienda—which recreates the National Mortgage Bank with a new 
name, but fails to abandon past practices—such as the contracting, building and 
financing of public housing [Republica de Panamá, 2000, 6]—which have led to its 
dismal performance.      

4.  Housing subsidies in the private sector: It is difficult to assess the overall levels of annual 
housing subsidies in Panama.  They are both numerous and large.  The major forms of 
housing subsidy are of two kinds: (a) those offered for houses and apartments built and 
financed by the private sector; and (b) those offered for houses and apartments built and 
financed by the public sector.  There are currently five major forms of subsidy for 
private–sector built housing10, with an estimated present value of $85–100 million on a 
volume of residential construction of $250 million:  

a. Preferential interest rates: As shown in table 5, there are substantial subsidies 
involved in the preferential interest rate scheme.  The present value of the total 
annual interest–rate subsidy in 1999 was of the order of $50–60 million.  

b. Deduction of up to $15,000 of mortgage interest from personal taxable income: Annual 
interest payments at 9.75% per annum for a 30–year period on a $100,000 
mortgage loan average $7,000.  With a 20% income tax rate, there is a $42,000 
nominal subsidy ($27,000 at present value) on the house.  The total present value 
of this subsidy is unclear,11 but it should be of the order of $5 million. 

c. Property tax exemption on new houses: New houses valued at less than $20,000 are 
exempt from property tax for the first 20 years [Law No. 100, 4 October, 1973].  
Property tax on houses valued between $10,000–20,000 is 1.4% per annum.  The 
nominal subsidy on a house valued at $20,000 is, therefore, $5,600 ($3,200 at 
present value).  The total present value of this subsidy for houses produced in 
1999 alone is of the order of $35–40 million.   

d. Up–front Provisa down–payment subsidies: A maximum of $4,000 in an up–front 
subsidy to match a $2,000 down payment for houses costing less than $25,000 
which are financed by 30–year mortgage loans at market interest rates.  This 
program, supported by IDB funds, cannot compete with the terms offered by 
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preferential interest rates for any loan in excess of $14,000.  There were no 
subsidies offered under this program in 1999. 

e. Subsidies in the form of down–payment guarantees in the Profinco program: Profinco 
seeks to provide a loan guarantee that enables families to reduce their down 
payments from 20% to 2% at an additional cost of a 0.5% in interest.  This 
program can take advantage of preferential interest rates, but because borrowers 
can now obtain loans with a 0%-5% down payment, its higher interest rate 
discourages borrowers from taking advantage of it.  The program deposits 20% 
of the value of loans in participating banks, as a security against defaults.  To 
date, some 738 loans totaling $10.9 million were issued, under the Profinco 
program, and $2.2 million were deposited by the fund in participating banks 
[Morris, 2000, 13–14].  

5.  Housing subsidies in the public sector: There are also several forms of direct subsidies for 
housing units built by the Ministry of Housing (MIVI) and financed by the National 
Mortgage Bank (BHN).  A thorough analysis of these subsidies for the years 1984–1994 
was carried out by the Urban Institute [Conway et al, 1996a].  This analysis found that 
during this period the Ministry invested $73 million in housing units for sale, and sold 
these units ‘at cost’ for a total of $73 million.  The structure of the Ministry’s building 
program is summarized in table 6. 

 According to Conway et al, these transactions included five kinds of hidden 
subsidies:  

a. the value of lands not included in urban renewal projects—$13 million; 

b. overhead costs of the Ministry not included in project costs—$46 million; 

c. losses due to sale of lands at prices below market value—$8 million; 

d. defaults on the payment of mortgage loans—$11 million; and interest–rate 
subsidies—13 million. 

In total, therefore, the sale of housing units ‘at cost’ for $73 million involved an 
additional subsidy of $91 million—in other words, an additional 125% of their direct 
investment cost.  Over a ten–year period, the annual level of subsidy for the building 
program of the Ministry of Housing (MIVI) was of the order of $9 million.  To the extent 
that they received housing units at lower–than–market prices, some of these subsidies 
benefited homebuyers.  To the extent that sale prices exceeded those prevalent in the 
open market, some of these subsidies benefited the functionaries of the Ministry or the 
contractors involved in construction for the Ministry. 

Table 6: Ministry of Housing (MIVI) Investment Program 1984–1994, (in $) 

                                                
Type of Housing Program 

Number 
of  Units 

Cost per 
Unit 

Total 
Investment 

                    
% of 
Total Apartments 3,936  7,747  30,492,803  41.8 

Single–Family Houses 1,201  8,079  9,702,480  13.3 
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Core Houses 1,002  4,886  4,895,410  6.7 
Serviced Lots 5,083  961  4,885,423  6.7 
Basic Lots 10,017  165  1,654,775  2.3 
Squatter Legalization 4,297  493  2,117,997  2.9 
House Improvement Loans 21,009  910  19,116,526  26.2 
Total 46,545  1,565  72,865,414  100.0 

 Source: Conway et al, 1996a. 

6.  Residential infrastructure: The Ministry does not have an infrastructure upgrading 
program in informal settlements, and does not invest in upgrading.12 It simply helps to 
coordinate the provision of infrastructure services by other public agencies.  It does, 
however, have a program for providing serviced lots, with an unclear and inconsistent 
commitment to continuing it or expanding it.  The Ministry is also responsible for 
preparing plans for the extension of the primary infrastructure networks in the 
metropolitan area.  Its infrastructure investment program is shown in table 7 below. 

 The program outlined in table 7 projects an infrastructure expenditure–to–income 
ratio of 4.2% to 7.2%, a ratio in accord with similar ratios in other regions.  The global 
median for the infrastructure expenditure–to–income ratio13 in 1990, which included the 
industrialized countries, was 5.9%.  It was 4.1% in Latin America and the Caribbean, 
7.9% in low–middle income countries, and 4.9% in upper–middle income countries.   
The extension of major infrastructure networks into the fringe of the metropolitan area, 
and specifically into the Northeast and the Northwest is an essential component of 
urban development in general and residential development in particular.  There is a real 
need for servicing the fringe area with better transport (and lowering commuting times 
which now average 60 minutes) as well as with drinking water, electricity, drainage and 
sewerage.  These extensions of the metropolitan infrastructure network are essential for 
maintaining a steady supply of residential land within commuting range, as well as for 
maintaining stable land prices in the years to come.  In the absence of an adequate 
supply of new residential land, and in the presence of severe restrictions on residential 
land development in ecologically–sensitive zones along the Panama Canal (the forested 
areas needed to maintain the watershed of the lakes feeding the canal and supplying 
water to the city), land prices are likely to rise and housing is likely to become less 
affordable.  And when housing is less affordable, subsidies (of whatever type) are much 
less able to bridge the affordability gap. 

Table 7: Infrastructure Investment Program for the Metropolitan Area, 1995–2020 
(in $ millions) 

Infrastructure Component 1995–2000 2001–2005 2006–2020 
Drinking Water Supply $96.1 $134.1 $38.0 
Sewerage  $11.5 $225.3 

 
$141.0 

Solid Waste Disposal $22.7 $59.3 $226.3 
Storm Drainage $162.3 $93.0 

 
$184.1 

Electricity $515.5 $478.1 $1,855.9 
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Telecommunications $369.6 $123.0 $224.0 
Roads $690.0 $424.2 

 
$170.7 

Public Transport -      $7.5 $483.5 
Community Facilities $153.3 $286.3 $1,901.9 
Total $2,021.0 $1,830.8 $5,225.3 
Annual Infrastructure Expenditures per Capita ($) 253 203 147 
Infrastructure Expenditure–to–Income Ratio (%) 17.7% 14.2% 10.3% 

Source: Ministry of Housing (MIVI), Investment Program 1995–2020.   

 It should be noted that residential land development could be the major form of 
financing the infrastructure investment program.  Major improvements in infrastructure, 
such as the planned new bridge across the canal and into the Northwest, are likely to 
increase land values significantly.  Part of the increase in value could be effectively 
taxed—both through valorization taxes and through property taxes—to pay for 
infrastructure investments.  Alternatively, landowners could pay in kind by ceding a 
portion of their land to the Government in land pooling and readjustment schemes [see, 
for example, Archer, 1999].  In the absence of an aggressive taxation of the unearned 
increment in land value due to this massive infrastructure program, it is unlikely that 
the program, or even a substantial part of it, can be realized, with dire consequences for 
the future development of the city.  

7.  The legal and regulatory regime: A detailed analysis of the status of legal and regulatory 
reform in the housing sector has not been possible.  It appears that building and land 
subdivision regulations are becoming more severe and are more stringently enforced 
than before.  Attempts to reform the regulations have been taking place since 1990 
[Conway et al, 1996b].  There does not appear to be a demand on the part of builders of 
low–income housing to relax or streamline the regulatory process.  It is estimated that 
the average amount of time required to obtain permits for a typical land subdivision 
now stands at 3.5 months. 

8.   The institutional framework: The Ministry of Housing (MIVI) is in dire need of reform.  
It must stop building and financing housing.  The National Mortgage Bank (BHN) must 
be liquidated, but this may be easier said than done.  Its lending portfolio may not be 
easy to privatize before it is upgraded, and before better information is available on 
borrowers.  The fact that it does not yet have a computerized information system is 
lamentable.  Its real estate portfolio is also not in order, and many of the housing units 
built on its land cannot be sold on the housing market because they do not have proper 
titles.  All of this needs to be cleared up, and the relevant legislation must be presented 
to the Legislature before the end of the year 2000.  At present, however, no single agency 
or person appears to be responsible for preparing this legislation and for lobbying for its 
acceptance.  This is a cause for concern.  Moreover, since the BHN is an essential part of 
the Ministry—it is the only body that can own land, for example—it is not clear how the 
Ministry could function without it, even if it is reformed.  For example, the legalization 
of squatter settlements—an essential component of any future housing policy—requires 
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the purchase of the occupied land by the Ministry (for now, by the BHN).  What 
happens to the legalization program if the BHN is liquidated? 

 Secondly, the Ministry is involved in too many programs.  It has acquired the role of 
the “houser of last resort,” and it is expected to solve the housing problems of each and 
every family in the country.  This is something it cannot and should not do.  The 
responsibility for paying for housing must rest, first of all, with the people themselves, 
and only in situations of dire necessity or an emergency (as in a natural disaster) should 
the Government be expected to help.  The responsibility for building housing must rest 
with families that can build for themselves, and with contractors and developers that 
built houses for a living.  It should not be a government responsibility.  

 

IV   THE GOVERNMENT’S HOUSING PROGRAM 

1.   The housing budget: During the years 1984–1994, the annual budget of the Ministry of 
Housing (MIVI) averaged $24 million, $11 in operating expenses and $13 in new 
investments.  The budget for 1999 was $23 million ($12 million in operating expenses 
and $11 in new investments), supplemented by $8 million from the Inter–American 
Development Bank (IDB)—$4 million in new investments and $4 million for institutional 
reform.  The Ministry’s budget for 2000 was $28 million ($13.5 in operating expenses and 
$14.5 in new investments), supplemented by $8 million from the IDB, and an additional 
one–time $25 million investment fund from the Central Government.  The operating 
expenses of the Ministry were very high.  In the year 2000 it employed a total of 1,349 
persons, at an average annual operating cost per employee of $9,000.    

2.   The components of the housing program: In broad terms, the Ministry of Housing (MIVI) 
is presently involved in six major public housing programs of varying direct costs, as 
well as varying hidden subsidies: 

a. Urban renewal apartments (direct cost: $14,000 per unit): the Ministry has been 
saddled with solving the housing problems of tenants inhabiting overcrowded 
and old tenement houses in Panama City and Colón, many originally 
constructed to house the workers building the Canal.  As of July 2000 there were 
altogether 6,800 families (70% in Panama City and 30% in Colón) living in some 
700 buildings.  Most families lived in condemned buildings (50%) and 
abandoned buildings (27.5%), while the rest lived in barracks, community 
homes, shelters, and temporary housing.  The apartment building program of the 
Ministry has been trying to deal with this problem, but in general, it provided 
too little at too great an expense.  As noted below, the budget for the program in 
a typical year is sufficient for constructing some 60 apartments, less than 1% of 
the total number that need to be rehabilitated or replaced. 

b. Single–family houses (direct cost $9,000 per unit): This program is expected to 
produce 150 units per annum in a typical year, less than 1% of the estimated 
annual demand. 
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c. Serviced lots (direct cost $2,800 per lot): This program is also expected to produce 
some 150 units per year, less than 1% of the estimated annual demand. 

d. Building material kits (direct cost $1,700 per unit): The program is implemented 
with funds allocated to Parvis, Vivienda Integrada, and the Housing Assistance 
Fund (Fashabi). The building material kits program is presently the most active 
and the best–targeted program in the Ministry under the new government.  It 
now incorporates the IDB–supported Parvis program ($5 million in 1999 and $3 
million in 2000), the Integrated Housing Program ($2 million in 1999 and $5 
million in 2000 from the one–time investment fund), and a considerable portion 
of the Housing Assistance Fund ($2.9 million in 1999 and $2.9 million in 2000).  
The current program is managed by the National Project Coordination Office at 
the Ministry.  It consists of a one–time subsidy of $1,700 for a complete kit of 
building materials (minus sand and stones for the foundation) for a basic 3–room 
36m2 house with a concrete floor, concrete block walls, decorative block 
windows, and a corrugated iron roof.  There is no running water or plumbing in 
the house.  To receive the subsidy, the beneficiary family must own a plot of 
land, and contribute transport and construction labor.  The Parvis program aims 
to complete 2,000 units in the year 2000, an additional 3,150 units using the one–
time investment fund, and an additional 1,500 units using the Housing 
Assistance Fund.  The basic goal of the latter Fund is to provide emergency 
housing or to replace houses in danger of collapse.  The building material 
program is mainly targeted to poor rural households throughout the country, 
and currently does very little work in the metropolitan area.   

e. Legalization of squatter settlements (direct cost estimate $800 per unit): There is 
insufficient information at this time on the budget allocated for this program in 
1999 and 2000.  The program involves the purchase of occupied lands by the 
National Mortgage Bank (BHN), at an estimated investment cost of $1,000 per 
plot, a part of which can be recovered from beneficiaries.  Public lands and lands 
belonging to BHN do not require purchase.  

f. House improvement loans (direct cost estimate $1,000 per unit): As noted earlier, 
the program has been in operation for many years, and has served some 20,000 
or more families.  There is little data on program performance, but there is some 
data on defaults on repayments.  Micro–finance for house improvement is an 
important and necessary component of housing policy, but it is not clear at this 
time if this program, as it stands, fulfils this role.         

 Data is not available for the precise allocation of the budget among the programs 
during 1999 and 2000.  The Vivienda Digna program, which includes apartments, 
houses and serviced lots, was allocated  $3.3 million in 1999, $2.2 million in 2000, and 
$20 million from the one–time investment fund.  The investment fund will be used to 
construct 480 apartments, 1,165 houses, and 975 serviced lots.  If the same proportions 
were maintained, the $5.5 million in new investments in the program in 1999 and 2000 
should yield an additional 120 apartments, 300 houses, and 300 serviced lots.  Annually, 
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the typical investment program will yield half this amount: 60 apartments, 150 houses, 
and 150 serviced lots.  210 completed apartments and houses in a typical year constitutes 
less than 2% of total formal–sector new construction (12,000 units per year) and an 
insignificant addition to the housing stock.  

3.  The Inter–American Development Bank (IDB) loan: The Inter–American Development 
Bank (IDB) negotiated a housing loan with the Government of Panama in September of 
1996 to support a program of housing and institutional reform by the Ministry of 
Housing (MIVI).  The total program budget was $69.87 million—$41.67 million to be 
loaned by the IDB and $28.2 million to be contributed, as counterpart funds, by the 
Government of Panama.  The IDB loan was composed of $15.27 million in funds 
remaining from an earlier loan (220/IC–PN), and $26.4 million of a new loan (949/OC–
PN).  The program budget was allocated for three program activities: (a) housing 
investment, (b) institutional reform, and (c) financial and other costs.  Table 8 
summarizes the program budget. As table 8 shows, the bulk of the program was 
directed towards housing investment (79%), but an unusually large share of the loan 
(14%) was directed at institutional reform—both for structural reforms and for 
compensation to retire part of the superfluous workforce.  Table 9 details the 
expenditure of program funds up to December of 1999.  The table shows that as of that 
date, 46% of total program funds were received, and 86% of these funds was disbursed.  
The IDB allocated 25% of its program budget, of which 93.5% were disbursed.  The 
Government of Panama allocated 75% of its budget for the program, of which 84% were 
disbursed. 

 Generally speaking, most of the program funds were spent on the Parvis program.  
As of December 1999, the Parvis program allocated some 14,842 building material loans 
totaling $16.47 million, approximately half (47%) of the total budget for the Parvis 
program.  As of that date, 7,318 houses were reported to be completed (49%), and the 
rest (51%) were either incomplete or had no available information as to their status.14  
The accounting for the expenditure of Parvis funds is incomplete.  A special audit of the 
program by the General Controller’s office found a shortage of $1.62 million in material 

Table 8: The Structure of the IDB–Supported Housing Program, (in $million) 

Program Activity Total Program Budget   IDB Funds Government Funds  
Housing Investment:  55.40 27.70 27.70 

Parvis  34.50 17.30 17.30                 
Provisa  15.00   7.50   7.50 
Profinco       5.9015      2.9513   2.95 

Institutional Reform   9.57   9.57   0.00 
Ministry of Housing (MIVI)   6.12   6.12   0.00 
National Mortgage Bank (BHN)   3.28   3.28   0.00 
Social Security Fund (CSS)   0.15   0.15   0.00 

Financial and other Costs   4.87   4.37   0.50 
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Financial Costs   3.92   3.42   0.50 
Unassigned Funds   0.95   0.95   0.00 
Total 69.87 41.67 28.20 
 Source: IDB, 1996. 

inventories that could not be accounted for at all [Batinovich, Nora A. de, 2000].  
According to Ministry documents, of the total of $16.47 million, only $11.94 million were 
actually allocated to beneficiaries.  The rest were ‘going to receive materials,’ ‘did not 
receive materials,’ or ‘did not have purchase orders.’  In short, funds amounting to $4.5 
million were indeed disbursed but not properly accounted for.  Ministry officials in 
charge of the Parvis program could not explain these discrepancies adequately, partly 
because they were disbursed by the previous government, and partly because they took 
place during an election campaign. 

Table 9: Status of the IDB–Supported Program Funds, December 1999 ($) 

  Cash received Disbursements 

Source of Funds                          Total Program 
Budget 

Amount % of Budget Amount % of Cash 
Received 

IDB 41,670,000  10,710,748  25.7 9,591,273  89.5 
Government 28,200,000  21,076,143  74.7 17,737,311  84.2 
Other 0  591,068   0   
Total 69,870,000  32,377,959  46.3 27,328,584  84.4 
Source: MIVI, 1999, December. 

 At this time, no funds were spent on the Provisa program, originally planned to 
assist 5,000 households in obtaining mortgage finance.  In general, the program could 
not compete with loans given at preferential interest rates, which contain higher 
subsidies.  Monthly payments in the Provisa program are indeed lower for housing 
costing $14,000 or less, but there are few of them on the market.  The Provisa program 
was to make lending to informal sector employees more attractive to banks, which now 
only lend to salaried employees, deducting monthly payments from their wages.  The 
up–front subsidy in Provisa, amounting to a maximum of $4,000, together with savings 
from borrowers, amounting to a maximum of $2,000, were thought to sufficiently reduce 
the risks to banks.  This has not yet resulted in any demand for Provisa funds, and the 
funds are still available.  The private sector, as noted earlier, is now in the process of 
designing a hire–purchase lending program (‘leasing habitacional’) directed at the 
informal sector, and it may be possible to use Provisa funds to accelerate the acceptance 
of this program.  Given that the Government is not likely to phase out preferential 
interest rates in the near future, and given that Provisa is essentially a program designed 
to replace (not to supplement) preferential interest rates, the continuation of this 
program in its present form is not a particularly high priority at this time. 
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 Finally, the Profinco program has been off to a slow start as well.  Profinco was 
designed to replace the need for a 20% down payment on a loan by encouraging banks 
to offer loans at 98% of the value of the house.  It was to do so in two ways: (a) by 
collecting a 0.5% interest on the loan as insurance against defaults, guaranteeing banks 
that the insurance fund will pay 30% of their total losses after the sale of houses 
repossessed; and (b) depositing 20% of the value of loans in the participating banks, and 
allowing banks to deduct their losses directly from Profinco deposits in their banks.  The 
program was designed to assist 2,200 households in obtaining mortgage loans. 

 The original program budget for Profinco was $5.9 million, but $2.2 of IDB funds 
were reallocated to assist the Government in combating losses due to El Niño.  The 
remaining budget was $3.9 million.  It appears, however, that the Government of 
Panama has committed more funds to this program than originally envisaged.  As of 
June, 2000 the Government has allocated a total of $13.4 million for this program to four 
public institutions: the Ministry of Housing ($1.4 million), the National Mortgage Bank 
($4 million), the Savings Bank ($4 million), and the National Bank ($4 million).  These 
institutions have by now disbursed a total of 738 loans amounting to $10.9 million, and 
have deposited a total of $2.2 million (20% of the value of the loans) in participating 
banks.  One bank in particular, Banco General, issued 85% of the loans.  Given that the 
remaining budget for Profinco in the IDB–supported program was only $3.9 million, 
government commitments have now surpassed the budget by $9.5 million.  Incidentally, 
no funds were actually disbursed from the program as of this date.   

 It is important to ensure that program funds are not transferred from the Parvis 
component to the Profinco component. Again, in the present climate in the mortgage 
market in Panama, it is not clear that the Profinco program is a high priority, that it is 
fulfilling an important need, or that it is well–targeted.  There are several suggestions 
being discussed as to how to make it more attractive to banks and borrowers, most of 
them making the program more expensive, more regressive, and less appealing [Morris, 
2000, 10–15].  For all practical purposes, it can and should be slowly phased out.    

 Finally, the institutional reform program agreed upon between the government of 
Panama and the IDB is basically at a standstill.  No real progress has been made 
regarding the liquidation of the National Mortgage Bank (BHN), the reorientation of the 
Ministry of Housing (MIVI) away from construction and lending, and the reduction of 
personnel and operating costs in both institutions.  As these reforms are listed formally 
as conditionalities in the loan agreement, further progress in institutional reform is 
indeed an essential precondition for the successful continuation and completion of the 
program. 

 

V   GUIDELINES FOR ACTION 

Aside from the disheartening fact that the Ministry of Housing (MIVI) continues to built 
and finance apartments and single–family houses, and should refrain from doing so as 
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early as possible, there are ten other areas in which housing policy reform can and 
should be accelerated: 

1.  Reviving and empowering the National Housing Council:  The Ministry must take on a 
leadership role in the housing sector—formulating housing policy for the sector as a 
whole and overseeing its implementation.  At the moment it does not lead others, even 
though legal mechanism for the creation of a National Housing Council has been 
mandated in 1991 [Republica de Panamà, 1991, Artículo 2].  Nor does it enable others to 
put housing policy objectives into practice.  Instead, it builds, owns, rents, lends, and sell 
houses all by itself, ignoring the many possible intermediaries engaged in the housing 
process.  

2.  Strengthening the squatter legalization program: legalization appears to be slow, and 
must be accelerated.  In addition, more financial resources must be directed toward 
acquiring occupied private lands at real market prices (taking into account the fact that 
these occupied lands cannot command the market price of adjacent vacant lands). 

3. Improving infrastructure in spontaneous settlements: At present, very little resources are 
spent on infrastructure improvements.  The Ministry should direct subsidy funds to 
infrastructure improvements, and it should involve municipalities, community 
organizations and NGOs in the process.  The infrastructure upgrading program should 
be linked to the legalization program.  This could be accomplished by providing Parvis 
subsidies to organized urban communities, to be used in bulk (say, at $1,500 per family) 
to pay for legalization and infrastructure upgrading.  The work should be done with 
community–based organizations (CBOs), using Non–Government Organizations 
(NGOs) as intermediaries. 

4.  Providing building material vouchers for house improvements in urban areas:  The building 
materials subsidy program of the Ministry (Parvis) is mainly oriented to rural housing 
outside the metropolitan area.  It is essential that a parallel program be developed for 
the metropolitan area.  The small house improvement loans program run by the BHN 
has proved to be difficult to administer and plagued with high rates of default.  In the 
future, such loans could and should be administered by private banks which are 
involved in micro–finance.  They can and should be accompanied by small subsidies, 
such as those provided by Parvis.  This could be in the form of Parvis subsidies to 
individual families for building materials for house improvements, not necessarily as a 
kit, but in a form more useful to urban families, with adequate oversight by a better 
monitoring scheme.  These subsidies could be accompanied by small loans, given by 
private banks such as Mibanco, for example, for financing house improvements. 
Building material costs for solid houses in informal settlements range from as low as 
$45/m2, and a basic house can be built for $1,500.  The private sector cannot compete 
with these prices, and cannot now serve the people that cannot afford completed houses. 

5.  Using vouchers for new serviced (or partially serviced) sites: The Ministry has been 
inconsistent in its provision of building lots, sometimes providing serviced lots, 
sometimes providing un–serviced lots (Nuevos Asentamientos Organizados–NAOs), 
and sometimes not providing any lots at all.  The private sector now builds completed 
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houses that sell for $14,000 or more.  A serviced (or partially serviced) lot may cost 
anywhere from $800 to $3,000.   A serviced site program can and should be supported 
by Parvis subsidies to individual families or organized communities, earmarked for the 
purchase of serviced (or partially serviced) lots.  These could be used for payment (or 
partial payment) for serviced lots on the urban fringe, to be provided by private–sector 
developers (with additional finance, if necessary, to be provided by the developers 
themselves and repaid to them directly).   

6.   Introducing gradual housing finance reform: It is not clear that there is sufficient merit in 
allocating subsidy resources to the Provisa and Profinco programs at this time.  The 
Profinco program should be brought to a close with a report on its performance and 
liabilities sent to the Inter–American Development Bank (IDB), with the aim of meeting 
its financial commitments without harming the Parvis program.  Assuming that it will 
be difficult to get rid of preferential interest rates in the near and medium future, it is 
clear that interest–rate subsidies are already large enough, as well as regressive.  They 
can be made smaller and better targeted: the house–price ceiling on preferential interest 
rates, for example, can be lowered.   Also, new mechanisms must be put in place to 
enable non–salaried people to take advantage of housing finance subsidies.  One such 
proposal is now being advanced by the private sector—hire–purchase houses (‘leasing 
habitacional’), whereby families rent houses for a few years to prove their credit 
worthiness, and then purchase them.  The legal framework for making this possible 
should be created, and the practical problems of implementing it (the cash flow 
problems of developers holding properties as rental properties before selling them, for 
example, could be solved by extending five–year mortgage loans to developers), should 
be studied in greater detail.      

7.  Extending urban infrastructure networks: the Ministry must become more intimately 
involved with the coordination and implementation of realistic infrastructure 
investment plans for the metropolitan area of Panama, with the objective of opening up 
new lands for urban expansion to meet future needs, and recovering the cost of these 
investments by proper taxation (or capture in some other way) of the unearned 
increment in land values. 

8.   Following Up on the liquidation of the National Mortgage Bank (BHN): The liquidation of 
the National Mortgage Bank (BHN) is a fundamental prerequisite for housing policy 
reform in Panama at this time.  And it must go hand in hand with preparations for the 
reform of the Ministry of Housing in light of the upcoming liquidation.  An agency 
charged with drafting legislation for the closure of the Bank should be immediately 
identified, and IDB funds should be directed towards giving it any support it may need.  
In parallel, the Ministry should be alerted to the need for immediate reforms given the 
possibility of liquidation, and should be supported by IDB funds to study and advance 
these reforms as soon as possible. 

9.  Streamlining the Ministry’s housing program: the Ministry needs to revive the National 
Housing Council in order to develop a housing policy statement and a five–year 
housing program, with clear priorities for the allocation of housing subsidies, with a 
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significant reduction of the number of small programs it is involved with at present, and 
with a monitoring system to track progress in the accomplishment of its goals.  The 
program should contain answers to a number of key questions, which at present are 
attracting only marginal attention in the Ministry:   

a. how can the entire housing subsidy structure be made more transparent, more 
progressive, and fiscally sustainable?   

b. how can the housing needs of urban families that cannot afford formal–sector 
houses and formal–sector housing finance be addressed effectively 

c. how can the Ministry become more involved with the urban informal sector? 
How can the legalization and upgrading of squatter settlements be accelerated? 

d. how can the stock of serviced and partially–serviced urban lots be increased? 

e. how can urban renewal be accelerated, given the budget limitation of the 
Ministry?  Can new legal, financial, and institutional arrangements be applied to 
urban renewal schemes?16 

f. how can the urban infrastructure investment program be coordinated in such a 
manner as to insure an adequate supply of affordable residential lands in the 
coming years, while recovering the cost of infrastructure investments by taxing 
the increase in land values? 

It is not clear, at present, whether the IDB could support moves in these directions, using 
present funding commitments.  It should support them in whatever way it can.  It is also 
not clear whether the Ministry is interested in pursuing its own reform agenda. It should 
be. 
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10.  Creating a Housing Intelligence Unit within the ministry: The Ministry of Housing 
(MIVI) must collect and analyze data on the housing sector in general, and on its 
subsidy programs in particular.  The monitoring of the early phase of the Parvis 
program has been grossly inadequate.  As of August of 1999, the Ministry reported that 
14,379 building material subsidies were issued by the program.  The Office of Program 
Coordination at the Ministry, which is now in charge of implementing the program, has 
found a total of 6,629 completed houses in the field.  Most of the remainder, 7,750, are 
either complete, incomplete, or nonexistent, and little is known about them.  A complete 
accounting of the status of these foregone loans is essential at this time, but this should 
not hinder or interfere with the current operations of the Parvis program.  These 
operations are supported by new monitoring systems are now in place, and weekly 
reports are received at the Ministry of the different phases of completion of houses in 
each province.  At this time, it appears that Parvis houses are indeed built for $1,500 in 
materials, but the Ministry uses other funds to help complete the houses, by providing 
additional materials and construction labor (probably amounting to some $200 per unit).  
These costs need to be accounted for as well.   If the Ministry is going to move in the 
direction of providing targeted housing subsidies to families with housing needs, it 
needs to develop an effective monitoring system for tracking the use and effectiveness of 
these subsidies.   

 The IDB should support the creation of a Housing Intelligence Unit—a monitoring 
and control unit within the Ministry (as originally planned), which should be separate 
from the operating departments of the Ministry.  This unit should begin by tracking 
down the families which received Parvis subsidies under the previous government, and 
report its findings to the IDB.  The unit should also engage in monitoring other subsidy 
programs, both those financed by the Ministry and the National Mortgage Bank (BHN), 
and those given directly to private sector developers and banks.  It should also be geared 
to producing annual reports that trace developments throughout the housing sector.   

*   *   * 

 To conclude, the housing sector in Panama at the present time is performing well, 
and that fact should by no means be taken for granted. Its performance should be 
monitored closely with the aim of detecting any pitfalls that may lead to supply or 
demand bottlenecks or to land and house price escalation.  There should also be serious 
concern about the availability of housing supply options for those now shunned by the 
formal private sector and the formal banking sector—temporary employees at all 
income levels, self–employed persons, small–business owners, and households that 
cannot afford to buy a house for $14,000 or more in the formal market.  The Government 
of Panama provides numerous indirect subsidies in the housing sector, which are very 
large and regressive, but that presently make housing very cheap for the lower– and 
middle–income people that can afford to buy a house in the formal market.  The 
Government does not use the direct housing subsidies it provides effectively or 
efficiently, except in the case of the Parvis program, which presently provides a one–
time subsidy as a building material kit for poor families, largely for replacing existing 
low–quality houses in rural areas.  Government housing policy is still paternalistic, 
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rather than enabling, and promised institutional reforms have not been carried out.  The 
IDB, by redirecting some of its loan funds, can help redirect the Ministry of Housing 
(MIVI), assisting it in reforming itself and in ridding itself of its subsidiary—the 
National Mortgage Bank (BHN).  Two program elements in the IDB–supported 
program—the Provisa and Profinco programs—can be phased out, as they do not seem 
to serve an important need at the present time.  The remaining funds can be used more 
effectively in expanding the Parvis program, and in re–directing it to assist low–income 
urban households in the metropolitan area of Panama.  
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ENDNOTES 

1  Loans No. 949/OC–PN and 220/IC–PN. 

2  Inter–American Development Bank data suggests a lower average of 18.7% for this 
period [IDB, 2000]. 
 
3  Defined as the ratio between the cost of one m2 of serviced land on the urban fringe 
and the median annual household income. 

4  Sources: UNCHS Urban Observatory, Urban Indicators; Angel, Shlomo, Housing 
Policy Matters: A Global Analysis ; Carlos Valladares, Guatemala Housing Sector Assessment 
(various sources); Caroline Clarke, “An Overview of the Housing Sector in Guatemala”; 
Instituto Nacional de Estadistica de Guatemala, Census of 1994.  The figure for 
Guatemala is for new mortgage credit as a percentage of all new credit issued annually 
during 1994–1998 (the percentage for 1999 is 4.62); Laurencio Guardia Conte, “Panama 
Housing Sector Assessment.” 

5  The number quoted is for the average density in the year 2000 in the urban districts 
of the province of Panamá (Arraiján, La Chorrera, Panamá and San Miguelito). The 
number in parenthesis is for the district of San Miguelito only. 
 
6  The number in parenthesis is the ratio for median income adjusted for under–
reporting. 
 
7  The correlation coefficient was found to be 0.48. 

8  A second and higher estimate, prepared by the Ministry in 1994 puts the total 
number of settlements in the country at 307 and their total population at 325,642, of 
which 68% are in the metropolitan area.  A third and lower estimate by the Ministry for 
1996–1997 puts the total number of settlements in the country at 206 and their total 
population at 118,923, of which 78% are in the metropolitan area.  

9  The nominal subsidy is the sum of the differences of all payments made during the 
10–year period, between the theoretical payment at the ‘reference’ interest rate, and the 
actual payment at the preferential interest rate.  The present value of this stream of 
payments is calculated using a social discount rate of 7%. 

10  There are two other forms of smaller levels of subsidy: (1) the exemption of new 
houses from the 2% transfer tax; and (b) the non–taxation of profits reinvested in 
housing.  
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11  According to the Chamber of Construction, approximately 100 new houses were 
built in 1999 with values above $100,000, and an average value of $185,000.  The nominal 
tax exemption subsidy for a house of this value is $98,000 ($51,000 at present value).   
The present value of the total tax exemption subsidy for these houses should be of the 
order of $5 million.  

12  The Inter–American Development Bank (IDB) is presently exploring a program (PN–
0143) for upgrading marginal settlements with the municipalities of Panamá, David and 
Colón. 
 
13  Defined as the ratio of the annual infrastructure expenditures per capita and the 
annual per capita household income.  
 
14  It is not possible to determine from the data furnished by the National Project 
Coordination Office at the Ministry of housing how many of the 51% were incomplete 
and how many had no data as to their status because the two categories are grouped 
together.  In fact, all the houses for which there was no information as to their status 
were recorded as incomplete.  This is, needless to say, unsatisfactory. 
 
15  The original program budget for Profinco was $5.9 million, but $2.2 of IDB funds 
were reallocated to assist the Government in combating losses due to El Niño.  The 
remaining budget was $3.9 million. 
 
16  A study of this problem commissioned by the IDB as part of its loan program at the 
Ministry was carried out by Sevillano at al in July, 1999, and fell short of outlining a 
realistic, affordable and politically acceptable strategy for addressing this problem.  


